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Abstract. Communication cables are used to transfer data
between components of a system. As a part of the EMC
analysis of complex systems, it is necessary to determine
which level of interference can be expected at the input of
connected devices due to the coupling into the irradiated
cable. For electrically large systems consisting of several
rooms with cables connecting components located in differ-
ent rooms, an estimation of the coupled disturbances inside
cables using commercial field computation software is often
not feasible without several restrictions. In many cases, this
is related to the non-availability of computing memory and
processing power needed for the computation.

In this paper, we are going to show that, starting from
a topological analysis of the entire system, weak coupling
paths within the system can be can be identified. By neglect-
ing these coupling paths and using the transmission line ap-
proach, the original system will be simplified so that a sim-
pler estimation is possible. Using the example of a system
which is composed of two rooms, multiple apertures, and a
network cable located in both chambers, it is shown that an
estimation of the coupled disturbances due to external elec-
tromagnetic sources is feasible with this approach. Starting
from an incident electromagnetic field, we determine trans-
fer functions describing the coupling means (apertures, ca-
bles). Using these transfer functions and the knowledge of
the weak coupling paths above, a decision is taken regarding
the means for paths that can be neglected during the estima-
tion. The estimation of the coupling into the cable is then
made while taking only paths with strong coupling into ac-
count. The remaining part of the wiring harness in areas with
weak coupling is represented by its input impedance. A com-
parison with the original network shows a good agreement.
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1 Introduction

The determination of induced disturbances in electrical sys-
tems cabling is of great importance in the industrial area.
This is particularly true for electrically large systems like
ships where many extended cable bundles run through the
structure. InKanyou Nana et al.(2008) a method was pre-
sented, that allows the identification of the contribution of the
different coupling paths (apertures and cables) to the overall
response of electronics located in one room, when irradia-
ted by an Intentional Electromagnetic Interference (IEMI)
source. In this paper we use the topological modeling pro-
cedure (Baum, 1982) and also take advantage of works done
by Parmantier and Degauque(1996) to investigate a scenario
that is common in real systems like ships. Those systems
are characterized by a large amount of rooms and also many
cable bundles connecting several components located in di-
fferent rooms. We illustrate our approach using a two-room
structure as shown in Fig.1. The structure of this paper is as
follows: in Sect. 2 we present the system to be investigated.
Then we illustrate our approach and deal with criteria for the
classification of weak and strong coupling paths in Sect. 3,
where we also present our estimation procedure with the rel-
evant theoretical background. After that, we apply the proce-
dure to a system and discuss the result in Sect. 4. Section 5
gives a summary of the paper.

2 Problem description

The geometry we use for our investigation is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The geometry consists of two interconnected rooms
with a test network of total lengthl connecting electronic
components modeled by their input impedancesZ1 andZ2
respectively. Z1 is located in room 1 andZ2 in room 2.
The structure has two apertures to the external environment
and one common aperture between the two rooms. The test
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1 Introduction

The determination of induced disturbances in electrical sys-
tems cabling is of great importance in the industrial area.
This is particularly true for electrically large systems like
ships where many extended cable bundles run through the
structure. In (Kanyou Nana, 2008) a method was presented,
that allows the identification of the contribution of the di-
fferent coupling paths (apertures and cables) to the overall
response of electronics located in one room, when irradia-
ted by an Intentional Electromagnetic Interference (IEMI)
source. In this paper we use the topological modeling proce-
dure (Baum, 1982) and also take advantage of works done by
(Parmantier, 1996) to investigate a scenario that is common
in real systems like ships. Those systems are characterized
by a large amount of rooms and also many cable bundles con-
necting several components located in different rooms. We
illustrate our approach using a two-room structure as shown
in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Abstraction from a ship to a two-room model irradiated by
an external interfering source

Fig. 1. Abstraction from a ship to a two-room model irradiated by
an external interfering source.
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The structure of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we
present the system to be investigated. Then we illustrate our
approach and deal with criteria for the classification of weak
and strong coupling paths in section 3, where we also present
our estimation procedure with the relevant theoretical back-
ground. After that, we apply the procedure to a system and
discuss the result in section 4. Section 5 gives a summary of
the paper.

2 Problem description

The geometry we use for our investigation is illustrated in
fig. 2. The geometry consists of two interconnected rooms

Fig. 2. View of the investigated two-rooms geometry with a test
network

with a test network of total lengthl connecting electronic
components modeled by their input impedancesZ1 andZ2

respectively. Z1 is located in room 1 andZ2 in room 2.
The structure has two apertures to the external environment
and one common aperture between the two rooms. The test
network runs through a small opening at the wall interface
between the two rooms. The portion of the test network in
room 1 has the lengthl1. The goal is to estimate the induced
common mode current at the input of the electronic compo-
nent connected to the end of the test network in room 2, that
is caused by the external interfering source. The structureas
well as the test network are electrically large.

3 Classification of couplings and simplification proce-
dure

3.1 Classification of couplings

The first step consists in making a topological analysis of the
system. In this analysis, the possible coupling paths from the
source to the target system are identified. This step gives us
a visual information of the contribution of the different cou-
pling paths to the overall response of the system leading to
the unknown currentI2. The result of such an analysis is il-
lustrated in fig.3. Hereby we neglected contributions due to
diffusion effects trough the walls.

Fig. 3. Identification of possible coupling paths

After identifying those coupling paths we proceed with a
ranking of those paths. This ranking takes parameters into
account such as the electrical length of apertures, the dimen-
sion of gasket opening and also the routing of the network. In
case of an electrically very small aperture, we can consider
that the contribution of the coupling paths going through this
aperture is of second importance and therefore classify this
coupling path as a weak one. The electrical dimension of
opening for feeding cable through is of importance because
it influences the impedance characteristics of the cable and
also introduces parasitic capacitive effects when its dimen-
sion gets smaller. The routing of the cable also influences the
coupling behavior and coupling paths involving small aper-
tures have to be take into account if there are cables running
directely in front of those apertures (Parmantier, 1996).

3.2 Simplification procedure

Using the problem described in section 2 and after applying
the ranking procedure described before, it was possible to
classify the coupling paths through the apertures of room 2
as weak. The decision was taken according to the electrical
dimension of the apertures and the route of the test network.
As a result of this, we obtained a simplified geometry where
we neglected the influence of room 2 as illustrated in fig.4.

Fig. 4. Disregard of weak coupling paths

Fig. 2. View of the investigated two-rooms geometry with a test
network.

network runs through a small opening at the wall interface
between the two rooms. The portion of the test network in
room 1 has the lengthl1. The goal is to estimate the induced
common mode current at the input of the electronic compo-
nent connected to the end of the test network in room 2, that
is caused by the external interfering source. The structure as
well as the test network are electrically large.

3 Classification of couplings and simplification
procedure

3.1 Classification of couplings

The first step consists in making a topological analysis of the
system. In this analysis, the possible coupling paths from the
source to the target system are identified. This step gives us
a visual information of the contribution of the different cou-
pling paths to the overall response of the system leading to
the unknown currentI2. The result of such an analysis is il-
lustrated in Fig.3. Hereby we neglected contributions due
to diffusion effects trough the walls. After identifying those
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coupling paths we proceed with a ranking of those paths.
This ranking takes parameters into account such as the elec-
trical length of apertures, the dimension of gasket opening
and also the routing of the network. In case of an electrically
very small aperture, we can consider that the contribution
of the coupling paths going through this aperture is of sec-
ond importance and therefore classify this coupling path as
a weak one. The electrical dimension of opening for feed-
ing cable through is of importance because it influences the
impedance characteristics of the cable and also introduces
parasitic capacitive effects when its dimension gets smaller.
The routing of the cable also influences the coupling beha-
vior and coupling paths involving small apertures have to be
take into account if there are cables running directely in front
of those apertures (Parmantier and Degauque, 1996).

3.2 Simplification procedure

Using the problem described in Sect. 2 and after applying the
ranking procedure described before, it was possible to clas-
sify the coupling paths through the apertures of room 2 as
weak. The decision was taken according to the electrical di-
mension of the apertures and the route of the test network.
As a result of this, we obtained a simplified geometry where
we neglected the influence of room 2 as illustrated in Fig.4.
Before modeling the geometry using a 3-D field simulation
software, we needed to apply an impedance transformation
on Z2. Doing that, we obtained a simplified geometry as
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Before modeling the geometry using a 3D field simula-
tion software, we needed to apply an impedance transforma-
tion onZ2. Doing that, we obtained a simplified geometry
as shown in fig.5, in which the portion of the network pre-
viously located in room 2 is transformed with respect to (1)
and is represented by the equivalent impedanceZ ′

2
.

Fig. 5. Reduced equivalent geometry for 3D-field computation

Z ′

2
= Z0 ·

Z2 + Z0 · tanh(γl)

Z0 + Z2 · tanh(γl)
(1)

In (1) Z0 represents the characteristic impedance of the ca-
ble.
It can be obtained by using the formulae (2-5) which are valid
for lossless transmission lines.

Z0 =

√

L′

C′
(2)

L′ andC′ are the per unit length inductance and capacitance
and are derived from the transmission line heighth , the ra-
diusr and the material parametersµ andε with the help of
the following equations.

L′ =
µ

2π
· ln

2(h − r)

r
(3)

C′ =
µε

L′
(4)

The propagation constant is taken from (5).

γ = jω
√

L′ · C′ (5)

We neglected the influence of the opening for feeding cable
through during this investigation.

4 Estimation of the induced current

We used the simplified geometry in fig.5 that is less com-
plex compared to the original geometry in fig.2, and com-
puted the currentI ′

2
inside the equivalent impedanceZ ′

2
.

Then we made the assumption that the current flowing in the
impedanceZ1 of fig. 4 should be the same as the one flowing
in Z1 of fig 2. This is shown in fig.6.

Fig. 6. Equivalence of current in region with strong coupling

Fig. 7. Transmission line modeling of the equivalence

With this assumption and using transmission line theory for-
mulae for the propagation behavior of currents and voltages
along a line, the unknown currentI2 from the reference geo-
metry can be derived fromI ′

2
(fig. 7), obtained with the re-

duced geometry according to (6).

I2 = I ′
2
·
Z ′

2
· sinh(γl1) + Z0 · cosh(γl1)

Z2 · sinh(γl) + Z0 · cosh(γl)
(6)

After applying our estimation procedure using the reduced
geometry of fig.5 to compute the currentI2, we made
an exact 3D-field computation involving the reference
geometry of fig.2 to appreciate the validity of our estimation
procedure.
Looking at the comparison in fig.8, we note that there is
a good agreement between the exact computation with the
reference geometry and our estimation using the reduced
geometry. The resonance characteristic is well reproduced.

Fig. 5. Reduced equivalent geometry for 3-D-field computation.
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the impedanceZ1 of Fig. 4 should be the same as the one
flowing in Z1 of Fig. 2. This is shown in Fig.6. With
this assumption and using transmission line theory formulae
for the propagation behavior of currents and voltages along
a line, the unknown currentI2 from the reference geometry
can be derived fromI ′

2 (Fig. 7), obtained with the reduced
geometry according to Eq. (6).

I2 = I ′

2 ·
Z′

2 ·sinh(γ l1)+Z0 ·cosh(γ l1)

Z2 ·sinh(γ l)+Z0 ·cosh(γ l)
(6)

After applying our estimation procedure using the reduced
geometry of Fig.5 to compute the currentI2, we made an
exact 3-D-field computation involving the reference geome-
try of Fig. 2 to appreciate the validity of our estimation pro-
cedure.

Looking at the comparison in Fig.8, we note that there
is a good agreement between the exact computation with
the reference geometry and our estimation using the reduced
geometry. The resonance characteristic is well reproduced.

In industry applications, we can take the magnitude diffe-
rence between both results into account by adding an extra
security margin onto our results. This is particularly true for
lower frequencies where the simplification leads to neglect
the influence of some late time components of the interfe-
ring source. This comparison also allows us to affirm the ap-
plicability of our procedure in electrically large multi-room
structures.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between exact computation and estimation us-
ing a reduced geometry

In industry applications, we can take the magnitude diffe-
rence between both results into account by adding an extra
security margin onto our results. This is particularly truefor
lower frequencies where the simplification leads to neglect
the influence of some late time components of the interfe-
ring source. This comparison also allows us to affirm the ap-
plicability of our procedure in electrically large multi-room
structures.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we described a methodology which allows a
simplification of problems involving multi-rooms structures.
We presented necessary conditions based on a topological
analysis for the classification of coupling paths as weak or
strong, and we could use this ranking to simplify an elec-
trically large multi-room system involving a network going
through the sub-volume of the system. With this simplifica-
tion, an estimation of the coupled disturbances on cables is
easier. We showed the applicability of this method using a
two-room structure and the advantage of the method which
will be more visible when dealing with structures made up
of dozen of rooms like in ships. Further optimization can be
achieved through a more complex computation of the trans-
mission line parameters and through a consideration of the
capacitive effects introduced by the opening for feeding ca-
ble through.
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